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Background

• I’m interested in computational decision theory particularly in the
context of applications in modern biomedical genetics

I e.g. whether to treat a patient with a particular drug based on their
genetic profile

I Mainstreaming Cancer Genetics, http://mcgprogramme.com/
I Health Innovation Challenge Fund,

http://www.oxford-translational-molecular-diagnostics.org.uk/

• In an era of “big-data” and big models we are increasing faced with
having to find computational and statistical short-cuts in order to
streamline analysis

• This talk is about applying Monte Carlo methods to formally and
systematically examine the stability of decisions, the ranking of
potential actions, to approximations made in modelling assumptions
(Watson and Holmes, 2014, arXiv:1402.6118)



Rise of Approximate Models

• In order to address the increasing complexities of modern data
analysis (“big-data”) there has been a rise in the development and
use of computationally efficient approximate models

I INLA
I Composite Likelihoods
I ABC
I Variational Bayes
I PAC likelihoods
I Gibbs posteriors
I Monte Carlo representations

• These models are misspecified by design, but they are often the only
applicable methods we have

I By “misspecified” I take to mean the statistical model (algorithm)
you actually use differs from a hypothetical “true model” that you
would have used given infinite compute facilities and perfect
introspection of subjective beliefs (prior elicitation)



Consequences of model misspecification

• Decision analysis is one key application area of statistical data
analysis,

I whether to treat a patient with a particular drug given their genetic
information;

I whether to buy some stock;
I whether to gather more data; .....

• However, if the statistical models are approximations then so are the
decisions

• An often cited strength of Bayesian statistics is that it systematically
accommodates uncertainty in parameter values and model structures
via joint distributions on unknowns

• But what about the stability to extrinsic ex post uncertainty?
I Bayesian statistics formally assumes that the “true model” is

contained under the support of the prior. All bets are off otherwise,
c.g. M-open issues



Computational decision theory
• Conventional computational decision theory via Monte Carlo

computes the expected reward of an action a given partial
information x and a model π(θ) via

Ûa =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Ra(θi)

θi ∼ πI(θ)

where Ra(·) is a real-valued reward (utility, or negative loss)
function and πI(θ) ≡ π(θ|x) denotes Your subjective posterior
beliefs, given all available information

• We can write this as a weighted average with uniform weights on
each model sample

Ûa =
N∑
i=1

wiRa(θi)

θi ∼ πI(θ)

wi =
1

N



Robust computational decision theory

• We will explore how by using retrospective re-sampling or re-setting
of the weights,

w̃i 6=
1

N

either deterministically or stochastically, we are able to make formal
statements about decision robustness under model approximation

• Informally you can think of this as shaking your model to explore
robustness, by retrospectively perturbing the Monte Carlo sample
weights in a very particular way

I there are close connections to Bayes nonparametrics and the
Bayesian bootstrap



Background to Decision Theory

Notation:

I θ ∈ Θ ≡ the unknown state of the (small) world

I a ∈ A ≡ the set of possible actions

I La(θ) ∈ R ≡ the real-valued loss in taking action a when Nature
turns out to be in state θ; La(θ) = −Ra(θ)

I πI(θ) ≡ the decision maker’s (DMs) best subjective beliefs about
the uncertain state of the world given all available information I

I typically πI(θ) ≡ π(θ|x) is a posterior density given a likelihood and
prior and observation x

• Of course if we knew the state θ we would know which action to take



• If we have perfect trust in πI(θ), then following the Savage axioms,
optimal decisions should be taken by minimising the expected loss

â = arg min
a∈A
{EπI [La(θ)]}

where

EπI [La(θ)] =

∫
La(θ)πI(θ)dθ

can be thought of as a weighted average loss, weighted by your beliefs
in the probability of the event

• But Bayesian decision theory (Savage) relies on knowing π(x, θ) to
infinite precision,

I Known likelihood, π(x|θ)
I Known prior, π(θ)

• Without both what does π(θ|x) actually represent?

• How can I trust making decisions plugging π(θ|x) into EπI [La(θ)]?



Wald minimax decisions

• In the absence of a true model, πI(θ), Wald considered that the DM
protects himself against the worst possible outcome

• Using game theory of Von Neumann and Morgenstern, decisions under
uncertainty are treated as a zero-sum two person game against Nature,
we can consider this as,

â = arg min
a∈A

[
max
θ∈Θ

La(θ)

]
.

i.e. choose the action that protects you from the worst possible
outcome

• This is akin to Nature reactively selecting the worst possible
distribution function for you,

δθ∗a(θ),

where,
θ∗a = arg max

θ∈Θ
La(θ).



Two extremes
• Wald and Savage represent two extreme positions

I Savage (Bayesian analysis) assumes perfect knowledge of πI(θ)
and formally ignores model misspecification

I Wald is robust but throws away any evidence in the data on the
plausibility of outcomes

δθ∗a(θ)

M

πI

Figure: M represents the space of models (distributions), with Bayesian model
πI and Wald’s density δθ∗a(θ)



Robust Decisions
• Following others, e.g. Hansen and Sargent (2008), now consider the

Bayesian model πI as a useful, but approximate reference model

• Investigate the Wald minimax distribution, π
(sup)
a ≡ π∗a, but

constrained to be within some neighbourhood, Γ, around πI , with your
confidence in the Bayes model defined via a trust region C

δθ∗a(θ)

C

M

π∗a
πI

Γ

Figure: Graphical representation of local-minimax distribution π∗ within a ball
of radius C around the reference model πI



Decision robustness

• The local-minimax distribution is then defined as

π(sup)
a = arg sup

π∈Γ
Eπ[La(θ)]

with expected loss Eπ∗
a
[La(θ)]

• In particular consider the Kullback-Leibler (KL) neighbourhood Γ
around πI(θ)

I where Γ ⊂M is the KL ball of distributions around πI

Γ = {π :

∫
π(θ) log

(
π(θ)

πI(θ)

)
dθ ≤ C}.

• This approach for dynamic linear quadratic models (Kalman filter) has
been explored in a series of papers in the robust control and economics
literature, principally by Whittle, and Hansen & Sargent (see Hansen
and Sargent (2008))

• Here we derive the general form under any probability model



Form of local-minimax distribution

Theorem

Let
π∗a = arg sup

π∈Γ
Eπ[La(θ)]

be the local-minimax distribution for Γ = {π : KL(π ‖ πI) ≤ C}

Then π∗a has the following form,

π∗a(θ) =
eλLa(θ)πI(θ)∫
eλLa(θ)πI(θ)dθ

where λ is a non-negative real valued scalar monotone in C.



Proof.
The function minimisation problem, π∗a = arg maxπ∈ΓEπ[La(θ)], has a
Lagrange dual form,

π∗a = arg inf
π∈M

{
Eπ[−La(θ)] + λ−1KL(π ‖ πI)

}
for some λ ∈ [0,∞), with C < C ′ =⇒ λ < λ′.

I This has the form of a penalized nonparametric likelihood, or
functional regularisation problem, on the space of probability
measures



Hence,

π∗a = arg inf
π

{∫
−La(θ)π(θ)dθ + λ−1

∫
π(θ) log

(
π(θ)

πI(θ)

)
dθ

}
= arg inf

π

{∫
π(θ) log

(
π(θ)

πI(θ) exp[λLa(θ)]

)
dθ

}
∝ πI(θ) exp[λLa(θ)] (1)

The result follows. Watson & Holmes (2014)

See also Ahmadi-Javid (2012), Breuer and Csiszár (2013) who derive the
same result using results from exponential families and large deviation
theory



Comments on π∗a

• The Γ-local minimax distribution eλLa(θ)πI(θ)∫
eλLa(θ)πI(θ)dθ

looks like an

exponentially tilted density

• For linear loss, La(θ) = Aθ, the local-minimax π∗a is the well known
Esscher Transform used for option pricing in actuarial science

• Also, clearly,

I λ→ 0, π∗ → πI leads back to Savage
I λ→∞, π∗ → δθ∗(θ) leads back to Wald’s minimax

where λ defines the trust neighbourhood (KL ball) around πI

• Note:

I π∗a will lie on the boundary of the ball, so KL(π∗a ‖ πI) = C
I π∗a is unique by strict convexity of the KL divergence
I The most favourable distribution is, by symmetry,

π(inf)
a ∝ e−λLa(θ)πI(θ)



• Substituting π∗a back into the KL divergence we see,

C = KL(π∗a ‖ πI)

=

∫
π∗a(θ) log

(
Z−1
π∗ exp[λLa(θ)]

)
dθ

= λEπ∗
a
[La(θ)]− logZπ∗

a

where Zπ denotes the normalising constant (prior predictive, marginal
likelihood) or “partition function” of π

• Moreover, by Jensen’s inequality

KL(π∗a ‖ πI) = λEπ∗
a
[La(θ)]− logEπI [exp(λLa(θ)]

≤ λ
[
Eπ∗

a
[La(θ)]− EπI [La(θ)]

]
The KL divergence is bounded above by λ times the difference in
expected losses under the two distributions.



KL and coherence

• In fact we showed that the KL divergence is the only coherent
divergence criteria for defining the neighbourhood (for proof see
Watson and Holmes (2014) from Appendix of Bissiri, Holmes, Walker
2013))

• That is, given a data set x = {x1, . . . , xn}, prior model π(x, θ), and
loss function L(θ). For coherence we require,

π(sup)
a (θ|x1,...,m)f(xm+1,...,n|θ) = π(sup)

a (θ|x1,...,n)

where f(x|θ) is the likelihood, for all m = 0, . . . , n

• In words, you should obtain the same inference for the same
information. The KL is the only divergence to achieve this.

• Conceptually this means we can consider specifying the operator a
priori to obtain a local-minimax robust (data dependent) prior

π∗a(θ) ∝ π(θ)eλL(θ)

and update this with the standard likelihood



Computational decision theory

• Often the model πI is itself approximated by a “bag-of-samples”
representation (Monte Carlo approximation) {θi} ∼ πI

π̃I =
1

m

m∑
i=1

δθi(θ)

• Using the MC samples, {La(θi), θi} it is simple to evaluate the
local-minimax expected loss under π∗a as a deterministic re-weighted
estimate

Eπ∗
a
[La(θ)] =

1∑
i wi

∑
i

wiL(θi)

wi = eλLa(θi)

which is an exponentially re-weighted average loss



• We can recover an approximation to the density as

π̃∗a =
1∑
i wi

∑
i

wiδθi(θ)

wi = eλL(θi)

• If λ >> 0 these estimators will be very inefficient, but appear very
amenable for Sequential Monte Carlo Samplers (SMCS) indexed on λ

• By symmetry the above methods can also be used to calculate ψ
(inf)
a

and π̃
(inf)
a



Example I – Prediction

• Consider providing a predictive distribution for a future observation

π̂(y|x), for response variable of interest y given covariates x

• The local proper scoring rule suggests the appropriate log-loss is
L(y) = − log π(y|x) (Bernardo and Smith, 1994)

I Note: scoring rules are designed to keep Bayesian’s honest in their
model specifications

• Clearly the standard Bayesian solution is report your honest beliefs as

π̂I(y|x) = π(y|x), where πI(y|x) =
∫
π(y|x, θ)πI(θ)dθ

• However this assumes that the model is correct and moreover that the
predictive contours do not change with time

I c.f. “concept drift” in data mining



• The local-minimax solution above however leads to

π̂(y|x) ∝ e−λ log π(y|x)π(y|x)

∝ πI(y|x)1−λ

for λ ∈ (0, 1)

• This leads to a tempered distribution that fattens the tails and
smooths the modes of π(y|x), with temperature given by your trust in
your model as defined by the neighbour size

• We see that predictive tempering arises as the decision theoretic
(local-minimax) solution to prediction under model misspecification

I you should only report π(y|x) if you have complete faith in your
model, equating to λ = 0

I c.f. Hjort and Walker (2001) on consistency



Example II – unknown likelihood – maximin

• Suppose you hold prior beliefs about a parameter θ but don’t know
how to specify π(x|θ), and hence lack a model π(x, θ)

• For example, consider θ as the median of FX with unknown
distribution

• We don’t have a likelihood but we could have a well defined prior
hence πI(θ) = π(θ)

• and a well defined loss function that we would wish to maximise utility
against for specifying beliefs, e.g. for the median we should take

L(θ) = −
∑
i

|xi − θ|

• That is, we wish to find the most favourable distribution around the
prior, π(θ), subject to a divergence constraint



• This leads to the local-maximin distribution as

π(inf)
a = Z−1e−λ

∑
i |xi−θ|π(θ)

• This has the form of a Gibbs Posterior (Zhang, 2006; Bessi, Holmes,
Walker 2013), or pseudo-likelihood inference

• So we can interpret Gibbs posteriors (Bayes pseudo-likelihoods) as
local-maximin solutions in the absence of a known sampling
distribution



Exploring variation in expected losses within Γ

• The use of the minimax outcomes gives us one (extreme) solution,

π
(sup)
a or π

(inf)
a , in the KL ball

• Looking at the distribution of expected loss within the ball might be
more informative, and more natural from a Bayesian perspective

C

M

π∗a
πI

Γ

• However, with the neighbourhood Γ defined via KL(π ‖ πI) calculating
this distribution over the set Γ = {π : KL(π ‖ πI) ≤ C} is challenging



Change of neighbourhood to Γ = {π : KL(πI ‖ π) < C}

• We now consider a change of neighbourhood, to the divergence of
Nature from πI , KL(πI ‖ π), so now we define

Γ = {π :

∫
πI(θ) log

(
πI(θ)

π(θ)

)
dθ ≤ C}.

• Interestingly we no longer have an analytic form for the local-minimax
distribution

π(sup)
a 6= Z−1eλL(θ)πI(θ)

• However we do have Monte Carlo methods for calculating both the
minimax and the variation in loss over Γ



Taking expectations over Γ

• To take expectations over distributions in the neighbourhood of πI we
require a probability distribution on probability measures within Γ
centred on πI

• This is classically a problem in Bayesian nonparametrics

I But here we are considering nonparamateric priors on posterior
distributions to explore the ex-post sensitivity of misspecification

• The Dirichlet Process (Ferguson 1973) is the cornerstone of Bayes NP
and a natural place to start



Bayesian Nonparametric prior
• Using a DP we can then sample from distributions in the

neighbourhood of πI according to,

π ∼ DP (α, πI)

where α defines the neighbourhood size: larger α means a tighter
(smaller) neighbourhood concentrated around the baseline πI In
practice we consider a draw from the DP via the constructive definition,

π̃ =

m∑
i=1

wiδθi(θ)

θi ∼ πI

w ∼ Dirm(α/m, . . . , α/m),

m → ∞ (2)

where the θi’s are iid from πI and independent of the Dirichlet weights

• This highlights one difficulty with the use of the DP. The discrete
atomic structure means that two draws do not have the same support.
For instance the Kullback-Leibler divergence KL(πI ‖ π̃) is not defined.
In order to circumvent this we introduce the notion of coupled-DPs.



Coupled Dirichlet Process. We say that two or more Dirichlet process
samples {π(i), π(j)} are coupled,

π(i), π(j) ∼ CDP (αi, αj , π0)

if they share a common set of baseline atoms, {δθs(θ)}ms=1 drawn from
the baseline measure, π0, but with independent Dirichlet weights,

π̃(i) =

m∑
s=1

w(i)
s δθs(θ)

π̃(j) =

m∑
s=1

w(j)
s δθs(θ)

θs ∼ π0

w(i) ∼ Dirm(αi/m, . . . , αi/m),

w(j) ∼ Dirm(αj/m, . . . , αj/m),

m → ∞

• Now, given two realisations we find the KL divergence as,

KL(π̃(i) ‖ π̃(j)) =

m∑
s=1

w(i)
s log

(
w

(i)
s

w
(j)
s

)



• Now consider the Monte Carlo representation of the baseline measure
π̃ ∼ DP (∞, πI),

π̃I =
1

m

m∑
i=1

δθi(θ)

θi ∼ πI

m → ∞ (3)

• Then we can compute a measure of divergence of π∗ ∼ DP (α, πI) to
its baseline measure via the coupled Dirichlet process representation,
π̃∗, π̃I ∼ CDP (α,∞, πI), for which,

KL(π̃I ‖ π̃∗) =
1

m

m∑
i=1

log

(
1

mwi

)
w ∼ Dirm(α/m, . . . , α/m),

• This KL is itself a random variable and it is interesting to investigate its
distribution from the perspective of the neighbourhood size around πI



• It will be helpful to consider the representation of the Dirichlet as a
normalised sum of Gamma random variables,

Gi ∼ Gam(α, 1)

wi =
Gi

G1 + · · ·+Gm

then w ∼ Dirm(α/m, . . . , α/m)

• Now let m→∞ and let G =
∑
iGi, so that G ∼ Gam(mα, 1)

• Under this representation we have for π̃, π̃I ∼ CDP (α,∞, πI),

KL(π̃I ‖ π̃) =
1

m

m∑
i=1

log

(
1

mwi

)
= log(G)− 1

m

∑
i

log(Gi)− logm.



Distribution of KL(π̃I ‖ π̃)

Proposition: Let π̃, π̃I ∼ CDP (α,∞, πI) then π̃ is distributed on the
shell of a KL ball, Γ̃, centered on π̃I of radius C with,

C = logα− ψ0(α)

where ψ0(·) denotes the digamma function

Proof: from the properties of the log-Gamma distribution

• That is, when you sample from a DP you only sample in a very small
region of model space at a KL divergence of logα− ψ0(α) from the
baseline measure

• This is analogous to the well known result that for the multivariate
Gaussian, X ∼ N(0, σ2Ip), for large p we have

Pr(| ‖ X ‖2 −σ2p| > εσ2p) ≤ 2e−pε
2/24

almost the entire measure is contained in a thin-shell of radius σ
√
p



Functional (φa, α)

c1

c2

C

M

πI

Figure: Sample KL radii c ∼ U [0, C] and then sample π ∼ DP (α(c), πI) and
calculate distribution on a functional of interest



To recap....

We can retrospectively use MC samples from πI(θ) to explore sensitivity
to model misspecification and robustness of decisions (and expected loss)
by using local re-weighted representations

π̃ =
1∑
wi

∑
i

wiδθi(θ)

θi ∼ πI(θ)

Where:

• Local-minimax, KL(π ‖ πI) ≤ C, deterministic re-weights

wi = eλL(θi)

• Coupled-DP, KL(πI ‖ π) ≤ C, stochastic re-weights

wi ∼ Ga(α−1[c], 1)

c ∼ U(0, C)



Case Study – Screening design

• Public health policy is an area where the application of statistical
modeling can be used to optimally allocate resources

• Many countries operate a breast cancer screening policy (a hotly
debated and controversial issue) for healthy women over a threshold
age to detect asymptomatic tumors

• A primary issue is determining the optimal screening schedule (action),
consisting of a = (t0, δ),

I a starting time t0 (age of first screen), and,
I a frequency δ for subsequent screens

• Parmigiani (1993) proposed using a semi-Markov process consisting of
four states which generalizes to any chronic disease characterized by an
asymptomatic stage.



A B

D

C
tB ∼ f(t|µ, σ2) tC ∼ q(t|κ, ρ, tB)

tD ∼ h(t|α, β, tB , tC)tD ∼ h(t|α, β)

tD ∼ h(t|α, β, tB)

Figure: A, disease-free; B, the pre-clinical stage; C clinical; absorbing state D
(death)



• All individuals start in state A

• This is followed by a transition to either the clinical stage of the
disease or death

• Following Parmigiani (1993), we model the transitions as,

tB ∼ f(t|µ, σ2) = LogNormal(µ, σ2)

tC ∼ q(t|κ, ρ) = LogLogistic(κ, ρ)

tD ∼ h(t|c, d) = Weibull(α, β)

• An individual is characterized by the triple t = (tB , tC , tD)

• The symptomatic stage of the disease is contracted only when
tD < tB + tC (assuming that all individuals will contract the disease if
they lived long enough)

• We use 10,000 samples of θi ∼ πI(θ) to represent the distributions



Choosing an optimal screening design

• The task is to select an optimal screening schedule a = (t0, δ)

• The loss function is defined as follows (a function of the times
t = (tB , tC , tD):

La(t0, δ) = r · na(t) + 1C

where na is the number of screening schedules an individual will
receive during their lifetime, until they die or enter into the
asymptomatic stage of the disease

1C is the indicator function, taking value 1 for the event that the
pre-clinical tumor is not detected by screening or occurs before t0, and
zero otherwise

• r trades off the cost of one screen against the cost incurred by the
onset of the clinical disease, following others we take r = 10−3



Model – πI(θ)
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Figure: Summary of model based transition times with losses reported under a
screening schedule with starting age of 40 years and frequency of nine months
(0.75 years).



Loss distributions for various schedules
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Figure: Loss distribution for 12 potential schedules following Ruggeri et al.
(2005)

• We considered 12 potential screening schedules

• The optimal schedule, assuming everything is true, minimising
expected loss under πI , is

â = (t0 = 40, δ = 0.75)



Local-minimax loss as KL radii changes
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with respect to most optimal under πI(1: 40 years, 9 months). We plot the
difference in expected loss between each action (schedule) and the optimal
action. Note for a KL radius greater than ≈ 5.5 schedule 1 is suboptimal.
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DP sampler and quantile of loss within KL ball
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Summary

• We have explored formal methods to explore decision stability in the
absence of a true model

• We showed:
I Deterministic re-weighting of MC samples estimates the

local-minimax outcome within a ball of fixed radii from πI
I The KL divergence is the only coherent measure to define the ball
I Predictive tempering arises as robust local-minimax solution

I Stochastic re-weighting of MC samples using a Coupled Dirichlet
Process, provides samples from the space of all distributions
within some KL ball around πI

• Did not have time to present diagnostics using graphical methods and
summary statistics

• Ongoing:

I Guidance for the formal setting of the KL neighbourhood size C
I Efficient SMCS methods for exploring larger neighbourhoods



Conclusions

• Optimal decisions are conditional on models

• If the models are approximations then so are the decisions – D-open

• There is a rise in the development and use of approximate models to
address modern applications

I merits a reappraisal of Bayesian robustness

I most biomedical modelling approaches for big-data are
approximate by design

• Statisticians should be sensitive to decision stability – “shake your
model” via perturbed MC sampling

Acknowledgements: Medical Research Council, Wellcome Trust, EPSRC
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Why KL?

• invariant to re-parameterisation

• interpretable as half the expected deviance

• information theoretic interpretation as number of bits of information to
recover πI from π∗

• equals the expected loss in using πI to approximate π∗ when
preferences are described by proper local scoring rules

• from the “robustness” properties of MLE we know that πI will
converge to the closest distribution in KL divergence to Nature’s true
π

• the solution turns out to be analytic and computable

• KL bounds L1 loss, so KL(π∗, πI) ≥ 1
2 ||π

∗ − πI ||21
• KL is the only coherent divergence measure
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